
1. Easy pose with a neck stretch - Sukhasana

Come to a comfortable cross-legged position, perhaps sitting on the edge of 
a blanket. Lengthen through your spine, allow the shoulders to relax away 
from the ears and let the chin gently tucked in toward the chest. Bring your 
hands to your knees, turn your hands so that the palms lay open, a gesture 
of receiving. Close the eyes and take a moment here in silence whilst tuning 
into and lengthening your breath. 
Drop the right ear toward the right shoulder, while maintaining relaxed 
shoulders. Then bring the left hand beside you to the earth. Walk your 
fingertips out to deepen the stretch. Find a place where you can hold the 
pose without strain, deepening with each exhalation. (For more you can 
place the right hand on the left ear, allowing simply the weight of the hand 
to take you further, the weight of the hand will be enough you won't need to 
pull) Come out of the pose gently and repeat on the other side.

2. Side plank variation - Vasisthasana

Come to all fours. Pivot the right foot out from the knee so your leg is parallel 
to the short side of your mat, tuck the toes. Then bring the left foot to the 
back of the mat and come onto the inner edge of the foot. Place the right 
hand underneath the right shoulder and lengthen the left arm out, alongside 
the left ear, palm facing down. Imagine drawing a nice long line from the left 
ankle to left fingertips. Enjoy the long side stretch then repeat on the other 

3. Crescent moon pose - Anjaneyasana

Come to standing and bring your hands to frame your feet, then step the 
right foot back. Lower the back knee and keep the hips square to the front. 
You can tuck the toes to help your balance if needed. Lift the arms up 
overhead on an inhale and you can take a little bend in the upper back if this 
serves you. Hands can be shoulder-width apart, palms facing inward or 
touching together in prayer. Breathe here then change to the opposite side.

4. Standing side bend variation - Parsva Urdhva Hastasana

Stand at the front of the mat. Bring the right foot and cross it in front of the 
left. Bring your arms up overhead and lengthen through the right fingertips, 
taking the right wrist with the left hand. Guide the right arm over to the left 
and allow the hips to move out toward the right at the same time. Breathe 
here. Repeat on the opposite side by changing the cross of the legs, the grip 
of the hands and bend to the right, hips moving to the left. 
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5. Humble warrior - Baddha Virabhadrasana

Step the right foot back from standing at the front of the mat. Turn the right 
foot to 45 degrees and bend your front knee to a right angle, knee stacked 
above the ankle, foot facing forward. Make sure your front and back foot are 
alined and hips are square to the front of the mat. Interlock your fingers 
behind your sacrum then extend the arms up and overhead while folding 
your torso to the inside of the front leg. Repeat on the second side. 

6. Goddess pose with twist - Utkata Konasana

Stand in the middle of the long side of your mat. Take a big step out and turn 
the heels in and toes out. Take a nice big bend into the knees keeping the 
torso tall. Bring your hands to your knees, lengthen through the spine. Take a 
twist and bring the right shoulder toward the midline, gazing out over the 
left. Twist to the opposite side and repeat a few times.

7. Camel pose variation - Ustrasana

Come to your knees with your legs hip-width apart. Bring your hands onto 
your sacrum. Keeping your hips stacked above the knees gently engage the 
core. On the inhale lift your sternum and draw the elbows towards each other 
opening the heart. Take a couple of breaths then take a moment in childs 
pose.

8. Hero pose with twist - Parivrtta Virasana

For this variation come to kneel rather than taking the full expression of hero 
pose. Inhale raise your arms up overhead, exhale take the left hand to the 
right knee and bring the right hand behind you, gently twisting the spine. 
Gaze out over the right shoulder. Inhale the arms back up overhead and 
exhale to the opposite side.

9. Seated forward bend - Paschimottanasana

We will use a strap or a scarf for this pose. Come to sit and bend the knees in 
toward you. Bring a scarf around the balls of the feet, legs together. Sit up tall 
with a straight back while your shoulders relax away from your ears. Slowly 
lengthen the legs. Hinge at the hips folding forward shortening the strap or 
scarf. Folding forward as far as you can whilst maintaining a long spine. 

10. Corpse pose with props - Savasana

Take two blocks (or books) and place one on its short side. Place the second 
on its higher edge just behind the first. Then take a bolster, pillow or rolled-up 
blanket; whatever you have and place it on top of the blocks. Bring your 
sacrum against the bottom of the bolster and slowly lower yourself down 
bringing the arms wide. Close the eyes, let your breath be natural and give 
yourself a gift of time and relaxation. Thank yourself for making this time to 
just be, in the busiest part of the year! 
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